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Abstract—Timing synchronization is a critical requirement for
implementation of a number of performance-enhancing strategies
in mesh networks, including Time Division Multiplexing (TDM)
for more efficient resource usage, and sleep scheduling for
power efficiency. In this paper, we propose a simple algorithm
for overhead-free maintenance of timing synchronization and
investigate its scalability with the size of the network. In the
proposed scheme, the nodes only use information obtained from
the timing of existing communication in the network: each
node updates only its clock phase when it receives a packet,
depending on the difference between the expected and actual
packet arrival times. The uncompensated frequency differences
across nodes lead to irreducible phase errors, which we bound
by introducing the notion of an averaged system. We use a linear
programming formulation to show that these phase errors can
grow with the network size, thereby concluding that simple,
phase-only adjustments might suffice to maintain synchrony
in small networks, but additional frequency adjustments are
necessary for larger networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Maintaining timing synchronization across a network of

spatially dispersed nodes is important for a number of ad-

vanced functionalities, such as efficient resource sharing us-

ing Time Division Multiplexing (TDM), sleep scheduling

for energy-efficient operation, and localization using time of

arrival, or time difference of arrival, based techniques. In this

paper, we investigate the limits of an overhead-free and easy-

to-implement timing synchronization scheme in the context of

TDM-based resource sharing in a mesh network. Specifically,

we answer the following question: how well can timing

synchronization between neighbors be maintained, when the

nodes only adjust their clock phases (and not frequencies)

based on the implicit timing information obtained from the

TDM schedules themselves?

To sustain communication in a TDM-based mesh network,

the difference between clocks at neighboring nodes must be

less than a maximum tolerable value, called the guard time.

This is typically achieved in two stages – first, by establishing

and subsequently, by maintaining synchrony between neigh-

bors. At startup, different nodes are assumed to be completely

asynchronous, so that the first step is to use explicit signaling

to establish a common time reference. Such explicit signaling

can also be employed to get estimates of the propagation

delays (inclusive of processing delays) between the nodes.

Since network set-up times of seconds or even minutes are

acceptable, the one-time overhead of this procedure is not

expected to be a bottleneck. We therefore focus in this paper

on the second step of timing reference maintenance. Clocks

at different nodes run at slightly different rates relative to

a nominal rate due to manufacturing tolerances, which are

typically on the order of 10-100 parts per million (ppm).

In addition, clock rates and phases can drift slowly over

time due to temperature variations. Such phenomena causes

the clock phases at different nodes to drift apart, and we

must compensate for this drift “often enough” to maintain

synchrony. One approach to timing reference maintenance is to

simply rerun the first step of timing reference establishment

at periodic intervals. However, this procedure incurs signifi-

cant communication overhead. In this paper, we propose an

algorithm for time reference maintenance where the nodes

leverage information from the existing communication in a

TDM-based network to periodically update their clock phases,

thereby eliminating the need for communication overhead.

Algorithm: When a node Nrx receives a packet from its

neighbor Ntx, Nrx compares the actual reception time with

the expected reception time based on its own clock. This

allows the receiving nodeNrx to implicitly estimate the timing

error with its neighbor Ntx, without requiring explicit syn-

chronization beacons. The receiver Nrx then adjusts its clock

phase based on the implicit measurement, so that the timing

error with Ntx is reduced. Thus, our approach is completely

distributed, with each node adjusting its clock independently.

Note that these adjustments are all coupled through the net-

work transmission schedule; the timing adjustments made by a

node based on the timing of its received messages impact the

times at which it transmits, and hence the adjustments made

by nodes who receive these transmissions.

This approach to time reference maintenance has two key

benefits: (1) it eliminates the overhead associated with ded-

icated communication for synchronization and (2) since the

clocks only adjust their phases and not their frequencies, it is

particularly easy to implement. This is especially true if the

clocks are implemented in software, where recurrent phase

adjustments simply correspond to changing the contents of a

register occasionally.

While these phase adjustments tend to reduce the error

between neighboring nodes, the uncompensated difference in

frequencies increases the timing error. This translates directly

to the overhead (guard time) needed to sustain communication.

The main question we investigate in this paper is – are

recurrent phase-only adjustments, based on implicit timing

error measurements, sufficient to compensate for the frequency



drifts and sustain communication with “tolerable” overhead?

Contributions: Our key contributions are as follows:

(a) We analyze the efficacy of a simple, overhead-free synchro-

nization maintenance algorithm that compensates for phase

offsets in a recurrent fashion based on implicit timing error

measurements with neighbors.

(b) While our algorithm is asynchronous, with different subsets

of nodes performing updates in different slots, we provide

fundamental insight by introducing and analyzing an aver-

aged, synchronous system, in which nodes perform weighted

updates, with weights depending on the transmission schedule

in the original asynchronous system.

(c) For the averaged system, we prove that phase-only updates

lead to irreducible phase errors and the magnitude of the worst-

case pairwise phase offset depends on the distribution of clock

skews in the network and grows with network size. We provide

a linear programming formulation for finding the worst-case

skews (from the point of maximizing the worst-case pairwise

phase offset) for a given network topology.

(d) We show that the worst-case phase offsets for the averaged

system are a lower bound on those for the original system. We

conclude from our numerical results that phase-only updates

may be acceptable in small networks, but do not scale to large

networks.

Related Work: While there is a vast literature on timing

synchronization in networks, we believe this is the first paper

to introduce the concept of implicit timestamps based on

ongoing communication and to analyze the scalability of a de-

centralized algorithm that only updates the clock phases. The

firefly-inspired algorithm [1] can be made to work with im-

plicit timestamps, but it is only designed for phase synchrony,

and does not handle either propagation delays or oscillator

skew. The Reachback Firefly Algorithm (RFA) in [2] adapts

the firefly algorithm to account for propagation delays in its

phase adaptation and uses periodic resynchronization to handle

oscillator skew. However, reference [2] does not analyze the

impact of oscillator skew or quantify the scaling law associated

with the resulting phase error between neighbors and the size

of the network.

A number of algorithms ([3], [4], [5]) that have been

proposed for distributed timing synchronization can be broadly

classified as “consensus algorithms” [6]. These algorithms

typically proceed in two stages: (1) estimate relative offset

and skew with each neighbor and (2) use neighbor’s estimates

of offset and skew (typically with respect to a reference

node) along with pairwise estimates to arrive at an estimate

of one’s offset and skew. However, these algorithms are not

amenable to an implicit implementation because all of them

require explicit exchange of additional information to achieve

consensus on both frequency and phase. The use of this

information is critical for decoupling the problems of phase

and frequency adjustments, in order to be able to run separate

consensus algorithms for each of them. The proposed implicit

algorithm is also consensus-like, but using phase-only updates

makes it much simpler than the algorithms in [3], [4], [5].

Of course, leaving the frequency errors uncompensated means

that, unlike most of the consensus literature, the quantities of

interest (the phases, in our case) do not converge to a common

value. Thus, an important new contribution here is to quantify

the price paid for such sloppy consensus in terms of irreducible

phase errors, in terms of the scaling of the phase error with

network size.

In contrast to the distributed algorithms discussed so far,

references [7] (reference broadcast from a transmitter to

synchronize a cluster of receivers), [8] (hop-by-hop synchro-

nization based on a rooted spanning tree) and [9] (linear

regression to correct skew based on flooding of a timestamp

from a dynamically elected root node) adopt more centralized

approaches to synchronization. While [7], [8] also only adjust

phases, they do not investigate the scaling of phase errors with

network size.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ALGORITHM

We consider a network of N nodes, labeled

N1,N2, . . . ,NN , each equipped with a clock that runs

at a nominal frequency of fnom Hz. The actual frequency

of the clock at Ni, denoted by fi, differs slightly from

the nominal rate of the clock fnom, and is written as

fi = fnom(1 + !i) where !i is called the skew, or drift, of

the clock. The magnitude of the skew is assumed to be less

than !max, which is typically on the order of 10-100 parts

per million (ppm); for example, ! = 20 ! 10!6 corresponds

to a skew of 20 ppm. Differences in the skews across nodes

are caused by manufacturing tolerances. The variation of the

skew at a given node with respect to time is typically very

slow, hence we approximate !i as a constant that takes values

in ["!max, !max].
Phase evolution with free running clocks: It is convenient

to describe the system from the point of view of an external

observer who possesses a clock that runs at exactly the

nominal rate fnom. When the time on the external observer’s

clock is t, let "i(t) denote the measure of time at Ni. We

refer to "i(t) as the clock phase of Ni. Suppose that Ni

does not adjust its clock phase in the time interval [t1, t2] and
allows its clock to “run freely”. In this period, Ni’s clock

phase increases linearly as,

d"i(t)

dt
=

fi

fnom
= (1 + !i) t1 < t < t2 (1)

We term the quantity fi/fnom as the normalized frequency

and denote it by Fi.

Implicit Phase Error Measurement: The network employs

a Time Division Multiplexed (TDM) schedule in which trans-

missions begin at integer multiples of a slot time, denoted by

Tslot, according to the transmitter’s clock. Suppose that Nj

transmits to its neighbor Ni in slot s. Therefore, Nj starts

transmitting when "j(t) = sTslot. We assume that nodes

have estimates of the propagation delays, including processing

times, and subtract them out from the packet reception times.

Thus, if Ni begins receiving this packet at "i(t), it can
implicitly conclude that its clock is behind Nj’s clock by

"j(t) " "i(t) = sTslot " "i(t).



Phase Adjustment Algorithm:Ni uses this implicit measure-

ment to reduce its phase error with respect to Nj by making

a linear phase adjustment. Letting t! and t+ denote the times

on the external observer’s clock just before and after the phase

jump, we have,

"i(t
+) = "i(t

!) + #
!

"j(t
!) " "i(t

!)
"

(2)

where 0 < #< 1 is a design parameter.
Quasi-synchronous approximation: To simplify analysis, we

assume that the phase and frequency adjustments are made

at integer multiples of the slot times based on the external

observer’s clock, rather than on the receiver’s clock (which

keeps changing as we make phase and frequency adjustments).

This approximation causes a second order error (because of

measuring the phase offset between nodes at a time that is

slightly offset from the true time) that is negligible compared

to the phase offsets themselves. In simulations of the original

system, we do not make this approximation, and verify that

the quasi-synchronous approximation is indeed valid. With

the quasi-synchronous approximation, the clock phases are

adjusted as in (2) only at the slot boundaries (t = sTslot),

and then evolve linearly according to the relative frequency

offsets of the nodes across a slot.

We define the normalized mean frequency to be,

F =
1

N

N
#

i=1

Fi (3)

This is the common part of the clock phase increment over the

sth slot, and hence does not impact phase differences across
nodes. The latter are actually driven by the normalized excess

frequencies

$i = Fi " F , i = 1, . . . , N

where $i is the amount by which the phase of the ith node
drifts relative to the average over a slot.

Discrete time dynamics: Let "i[s] = "i(sT
!

slot) denote the
phase of the ith node just before the right edge of the sth slot.
When node i receives a packet from its neighbor node j in
slot s + 1, its phase evolves as follows:

"i[s + 1] = "i[s] + # ("j [s] " "i[s]) + F + $i (4)

On the other hand, if Ni transmits a packet or is not involved

in any transmissions in slot s+1, its clock runs freely and its
phase evolves as,

"i[s + 1] = "i[s] + F + $i. (5)

According to the quasi-synchronous approximation, the phase

updates occur synchronously at all nodes receiving pack-

ets, and can be conveniently expressed in vector form.

Defining ![s] = ("1[s], "2[s], . . . ," N [s]) and "[s] =
($1[s], $2[s], . . . ,$ N [s]), we have

![s + 1] = Gs![s] + " + F1 (6)

where 1 denotes the vector with all components equal

to 1, " = ($1, $2, . . . , $N ) is a vector containing the

excess skews of the nodes and Gs is a matrix defined as

follows: (1) If Ni receives a packet from Nj in slot s,
Gs(i, j) = #, Gs(i, i) = 1 " # and Gs(i, j") = 0 #j" $= i, j
and (2) if Ni does not receive a packet from any node in slot

s, Gs(i, i) = 1 and Gs(i, j) = 0 #j $= i. We refer to Gs as

the system matrix at slot s. Note that Gs is a stochastic matrix

(each row has nonnegative entries summing to one), so that

Gs1 = 1 (i.e., 1 is an eigenvector of Gs with eigenvalue 1).

Network Start-up: While our focus here is to understand

the limits of implicit synchronization maintenance with

phase-only updates, our simulations do include a gateway-led

start-up scheme for coarse initial synchronization (no attempt

is made to optimize this). A gateway node broadcasts its

time and other nodes in its neighborhood “set” their clocks

to this value. Each of these nodes then broadcasts its time

enabling nodes that are two hops from the gateway to set

their clocks. This broadcast is made at a random instant

in an interval [%min, %max] after its clock was set. If Ni’s

clock is already set when it hears Nj ’s broadcast, it simply

adjusts its clock to the mean value. Specifically, if Nj’s time

when it makes the broadcast is "j and at this point, Ni’s

time is "i, Ni adjusts its clock to ("j + "i)/2. Each node
makes one such broadcast and the network can be coarsely

synchronized in this fashion in a time period that scales

linearly with the number of nodes. We assume throughout

the paper that nodes have good estimates of the propagation

delay to their neighbors. This can be done by exchanging

multiple packets with neighbors at the time of network startup

and estimating the propagation delay in a manner similar to

[10]. Any residual errors in estimating the propagation delay

are considered to be subsumed in the phase jitter in our model.

III. AVERAGED SYSTEM & ANALYSIS

Each time node Ni receives a packet, it adjusts its clock

phase to reduce the timing error with the transmitter. Our

goal is to understand whether such recurrent phase adjustments

suffice to keep the timing error between neighbors (induced

by the differing clock frequencies) in check. However, the

node that transmits a packet to Ni changes over slots, thereby

introducing “fine details” into the dynamics of Ni’s phase

evolution. In an effort to smooth out these fine details and

understand the behavior of the system on the average, we

introduce the notion of a fictitious averaged system. In each

slot of the averaged system, every node updates its phase based

on a weighted average of the phases of all its neighbors. The

weights are derived from the communication pattern in the

actual system and do not change with time – this allows us

to quantify the performance through a linear programming

formulation. We capture the performance of the algorithm by

the worst-case pairwise phase error between neighbors, which

is precisely the overhead (guard-time) needed to maintain a

TDM schedule. In the next section, we show that this metric

provides a lower bound on the guard time required in the actual

system. We now describe the model for the averaged system

and then analyze it.



Averaged System Model: We consider a random communi-

cation pattern for the actual system and model the system

matrices {Gs}#s=0 (equivalently the set of links that are

chosen concurrently) as being chosen independently from a

set Smatching = {G1,G2, . . . ,GM}. We denote the system
matrix for the averaged system by G and define it to be

G =
$M

i=1
piGi. The phase evolution in the averaged system

is therefore exactly as in (6), except that Gs is replaced by G.

![s + 1] = G![s] + " + F1 (7)

For simplicity, we assume throughout this paper that the

averaged system matrix G is symmetric. This corresponds to

the links in the network having the same probability of being

active in either direction.

Analysis of averaged system: Since the timing error between

nodes depends only on the difference between clock phases,

it is useful to decompose the phases into mean and excess

phases, as follows:

![s] = "[s]1 + !ex[s] (8)

where "[s] = 1T ![s]/N = 1
N

$N
i=1

"i(s) is the average
phase and !ex[s] represents the excess phase. For the purposes
of analysis, the average phase can be discarded since it does

not contribute to the timing error between nodes, which drives

our algorithm.

G is a stochastic matrix, being a convex combination of

stochastic matrices. Therefore, its largest eigenvalue is one,

with 1/
%

N being the corresponding unit norm eigenvector.

For convergence of consensus style algorithms, this largest

eigenvalue must not be repeated. The condition for this is that

the graph corresponding to G must be connected [11] (clearly
needed for network-wide convergence). The evolution of the

excess phase can be obtained by excising the first eigenmode

from G to get the matrix,

Gex = G " 11T

N
(9)

Using the fact that G is symmetric and that excess frequen-
cies, being deviations from the mean, sum to zero (1T " = 0),
we can show that the excess phases evolve as (details omitted

for lack of space),

!ex[s + 1] = Gex!ex[s] + " (10)

Iterating (10) and using the fact that all eigenvalues of the

excised matrix Gex are less than 1 in magnitude, we can show

that the excess phases in “steady-state” (s & ') are given
by,

!ex,# =
#
#

k=0

Gk

ex" = (I " Gex)!1" (11)

Thus, the “directed” phase error between neighboring nodes

Ni and Nj , in steady-state, can be obtained from the excess

phases !ex,# as eij = cT
ij!ex,#, where cij picks out the

elements in the ith and jth location of !ex,# and subtracts

them i.e. cij [i] = 1, cij [j] = "1, cij[l] = 0 #l $= i, j. For
the worst-case phase error between Ni and Nj , we maximize

eij = cT
ij!ex,# over the excess frequencies " and the mean

frequency F , with the frequencies satisfying the following
constraints:

(a) The frequencies Fi = F + $i are bounded: 1 " !max (
F + $i ( 1 + !max #i.
(b) Since the frequencies are bounded, the mean frequency F
is also bounded: 1 " !max ( F ( 1 + !max.

(c) The excess frequencies must sum to zero: 1T " = 0.
Since the objective function eij as well as the constraints

are linear in the decision variables {F, "}, we can use linear
programming to find the frequency distribution (across nodes)

that maximizes the phase error between nodes Ni and Nj .

To obtain the maximum phase error between any pair of

neighboring nodes in steady-state, we solve such a linear

program for each pair of neighbors, and pick the largest among

the resulting errors.

We consider the special case of F = 1 to provide some
insight into the solution of these linear programs. Substituting

F = 1 into the above conditions, the set of allowed excess
frequencies ! is given by ! = {" : 1T " = 0, |$i| ( !max #i}.
It is known [12] that one of the extreme points of the feasible

set ! is an optimizer of the linear program. Let "ex denote any

extreme point of !. Using the definition of an extreme point
[12], we can show that (details omitted): (a) If the number

of nodes N is even, then exactly N/2 entries of "ex equal

!max and the other N/2 entries equal "!max and (b) If the

number of nodesN is odd, then (N"1)/2 entries of "ex equal

!max, another (N"1)/2 entries equal "!max and there is one

entry that is equal to zero. Since one of the extreme points is

an optimizer, we conclude that the largest directed phase error

between neighbors occurs with roughly half the nodes running

at the maximum frequency and the other half running at the

minimum frequency for any network topology. We use this

characterization to solve the linear programs efficiently.

IV. BOUND ON ACTUAL SYSTEM

We now show that the worst-case error from the averaged

system provides a bound on the errors between neighbors in

the actual system. Consider a fixed set of excess frequencies

" and suppose that the system matrices Gt are picked from

the set Smatching = {G1,G2, . . . ,GM} with probabilities

{p1, p2, . . . , pM}. Let the system matrices G0, G1, . . . , Gs

correspond to one such realization over s slots. Iterating (6),
we obtain that the phase of the actual system evolves as

follows:

![s] = Gs!1Gs!2 . . . G0![0] + sF1

+
%

I +
s!1
#

k=1

Gs!1Gs!2 . . . Gs!k

&

" s ) 2 (12)

The second term only contributes to the mean phase. Under

a suitable connectedness condition [11] which is needed for

consensus, we can show that the same is true for the first term

as well as s gets large:

lim
s$#

GsGs!1 . . .G0 = 1#T (13)



where the elements of # are nonnegative and #T 1 = 1. As
before, we can therefore throw out the first and second terms

in (12) when considering the evolution of the excess phases,

and obtain

!ex[s] *
'

I +
s!1
#

k=1

Gs!1Gs!2 . . . Gs!k

(

" large s

(14)

Consider the excess phases at the end of s slots !ex[s]
over many realizations and denote their empirical average by

!̄ex[s]. Using the Law of Large Numbers (LLN) in (14), the
empirical average tends to the ensemble average and we have,

!̄ex[s] = E

''

I +
s!1
#

k=1

Gs!1Gs!2 . . .Gs!k

(

"

(

(15)

We can show that E (Gs!1Gs!2 . . . Gs!k) = Gk
where

G =
$

i piGi is the averaged system matrix. Using this

fact and the linearity of expectation in (15), we obtain,

!ex[s] *
)

I +
$s!1

k=1
Gk

*

". As before, we can excise the

first eigenmode of G to obtain,

!ex[s] *
'

I +
s!1
#

k=1

Gk

ex

(

" (16)

The maximum value of the pairwise difference between

neighbors’ phases (or equivalently, excess phases) is given

by||C!ex[s]||#, where matrix multiplication by C corre-

sponds to all possible pairwise differences across neighbors

and ||x||# denotes the infinity norm, or maximum element,

of a vector x. The infinity norm ||v||# is a convex function

of its argument v. Therefore, we can apply Jensen’s inequality
to conclude that,

E(||C!ex[s]||#) )|| E(C!ex[s])||#
= ||CE(!ex[s])||# = ||C!ex[s]||# (17)

For the given set of skews ", we recognize that ||C!ex[s]||#
is the maximum pairwise phase difference for the averaged

system and E(||C!ex[s]||#) is the average of the maximum
pairwise phase difference in the original system. Therefore, the

maximum pairwise phase difference for the averaged system

is a lower bound on the average of the maximum pairwise

phase difference in the original system (averaging across

realizations). Thus, any set of skews that are “bad” for the

averaged system are guaranteed to be bad for the actual system

as well.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

We now describe the models and parameters used in our

simulations, followed by the results.

Topologies: We consider the ring topology (each node has

two neighbors) and the rectangular grid topology (each node

has four neighbors) as canonical examples of two-dimensional

networks with large and small diameter, respectively.

Interference Model: We use the node exclusive interference

model (two links can be active if they do not have a node in

common) as an abstraction for “highly directional” networks

(such as mm-wave networks [13]). For omnidirectional net-

works, we use the 2-hop interference model [14]: two links

can be active simultaneously as long as they do not have a

node in common, and the nodes involved in the two links are

not neighbors.

Communication Patterns: We consider TDM schedules in

which a randomly chosen maximal matching is active in each

slot; a matching is a set of links that can be simultaneously

active without interfering with one another, and a maximal

matching is a matching to which no link can be added without

interfering with one of the active links. For large networks

(e.g., a 64 node grid with directional links), it is infeasible

to enumerate all maximal matchings. In this case, for each

link, we randomly choose 120 maximal matchings in which it

participates. The overall set of maximal matchings Smatching

is obtained by taking the union of the sets generated for each

link.

Simulation Parameters: We fix # = 0.5 in all our simu-
lations. Our choice of timescales in directional networks is

motivated by Gigabit rate mm-wave networks: we choose the

slot time Tslot = 10µs and for the coarse synchronization pro-
cedure at startup, we choose %min = 10µs and %max = 300µs
(see Section II). The timescales in omnidirectional settings are

motivated by WiFi-style networks: we choose Tslot = 10ms
and %min = 10ms and %max = 300ms. We set the maximum
value of the skew !max to 50 ppm.

Performance Metric: Since TDM slotting overhead depends

on the phase error among communicating nodes, the key

performance metric is the worst neighbor timing error, which

is the largest magnitude of phase error between neighbors.

Simulation Methodology: We consider directional networks

and omnidirectional networks consisting of 9-64 nodes set in

ring and grid topologies. For each topology, we generate a set

of “bad” skews by solving linear programs that optimize the

phase error on each link of the averaged system. We choose

these “bad” skews to be the distribution of skews across nodes

in the actual system. We then average the worst error between

nodes in the actual system at the end of 3000 slots over 2000

realizations of communication patterns. The results for the

directional and omnidirectional settings are shown in Figures

1 and 2 respectively and we make the following observations:

• The errors for the averaged system are a lower bound

for those in the actual system, and the worst neighbor error

increases with network size.

• The error grows faster with the number of nodes N for

a ring topology when compared to the grid topology. For

directional ring networks (Figure 1(a)), the error grows as

N in the averaged system and as N1.33 (approximately) in

the actual system. For directional grid networks (Figure 1(b)),

the error grows only as N0.66 in the averaged system and as

N0.875 (approximately) in the actual system.

Typical numbers for directional networks: From Figure

1, we see that the error between neighbors in a 64 node

network set in a ring topology can be as large as 220 ns.
This is comparable in magnitude to the guard interval needed
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Fig. 1. Worst error between neighbors for the actual system and the averaged
system with only phase adjustments in a directional network.
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Fig. 2. Worst error between neighbors for the actual system and the averaged
system with only phase adjustments in an omnidirectional network. The
network operates in the ONLYINTENDED mode.

to handle propagation delays. For example, the envisioned

Gigabit rate outdoor mesh networks with link ranges on

the order of 200 m require guard intervals of 200m/(3 !
108m/s) * 666ns to handle propagation delays. Therefore,
an additional synchronization error of 220 ns represents a

33% increase in the overhead. On the other hand, for small

directional networks in a ring topology (say, 16 nodes) or

reasonably large networks in a grid topology (36 nodes), we

see that the largest phase error between neighbors will only

be 40 ns. Therefore, the maximum increase in the overhead

is only 6 %. To summarize, phase-only adjustments with

implicit timestamps may suffice in small directional networks

with linear topologies or moderately sized networks in grid

topologies, but frequency adjustments are necessary for large

networks, especially in linear topologies.

Recommendations for omnidirectional networks: Since the

slot duration Tslot is longer in omnidirectional networks and

the phase error scales in proportion to Tslot, we see from

Figure 2 that the errors with phase-only adjustments are also

correspondingly larger (+ 10’s of µs even for small networks).
However, the guard interval needed to handle propagation

delays is still * 1µs, since the link ranges are on the order
of hundreds of meters. Therefore, phase-only adjustments are

not sufficient to guarantee phase synchrony on the order of the

guard interval in omnidirectional networks. However, a more

practical definition of the tolerable overhead is to define it

as a fraction of the payload (slot size) rather than the guard

interval for propagation delay. Phase-only adjustments might

then suffice since the phase errors grow in proportion to Tslot

and their ratio is simply a constant. Thus, here too, phase-

only adjustments might suffice for small-to-moderate sized

networks.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The two novel features of the proposed synchronization al-

gorithm, relative to prior work on network timing synchroniza-

tion, is that it is implicit, leveraging ongoing communication,

and that it is extremely simple, because it aims for a sloppy

consensus on phases rather than requiring network-wide con-

vergence. While analysis of the original system is complicated,

we are able to quantify the penalty due to this sloppiness

by introducing an averaged system for which the worst-case

pairwise phase error between neighbors can be bounded using

a linear program. Our numerical results show that the resulting

overhead is tolerable for small networks. However, since the

error grows with network size, for larger networks, frequency

adjustments are necessary in addition to the phase updates

considered here. Indeed, in work to be reported in subsequent

publications, we have shown that frequency adjustments can be

layered on top of phase adjustments to obtain implicit schemes

for network-wide synchrony. These theoretical results motivate

further investigation into translating these ideas into practice,

starting with more detailed simulations that explicitly model

traffic patterns, medium access control, and initial establish-

ment of coarse timing synchronization (including estimation

of propagation delays).
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